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About This Game

Ever since you were a child, you dreamed of flying amongst other racers with your dragon, and so, when the chance came to
become one, you leaped for it. But, things are not always so simple.

Dragon Racer is a 420,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Tierra Wright, where your choices control the story. It's entirely
text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will you show all of those who doubt you that you have what it takes to ride with the greatest dragon racers? Will you form
bonds with them, stronger than you ever thought possible, or will you use those around you to simply push your own agenda?

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, or bi.

 Name your dragon, and help shape his personality.

 Train your dragon in three different areas of racing.

 Fly you dragon in many different racing events.
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 Learn the truth about your past and uncover the secrets of Abauruth.
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I've enjoyed various idle games before, but this more than anything feels like "Waiting-in-line-at-the-bank-with-a-mild-stomach-
ache Simulator". I genuinely felt like I lost two days(*) by just having this game running, like it kept me in some kind of holding
pattern; like this is the video games version of having the flu. Seems like just a cold at first, but then it wears you down, and
while you're technically functional, you just can't handle anything that requires more effort than getting up to go to the
bathroom. I mean, video games aren't exactly productive by any means, but looking back over my time with this game in
particular feels like a complete waste of time. Funny enough, I didn't hate "playing" it; I just came to resent these feelings I was
left with after I forced myself to stop running it. Something about it just feels like eating too many cheesy poofs in one sitting,
and I just can't recommend it.

EDIT:
(*) After submitting review, saw my play time was 97 hours. So, uh, make that four days... oh god, it's even worse than I
thought.... Extremely polished. Totally captures the feel and triggers my nostalgia for whimsical Nintendo games. Plenty of
substantial gameplay variants mean that it's not a one-trick pony. The bot AI is good and makes a fun challenge out of single
player, and playing with others is a blast (see what I did there).. Good Sonic AST-like (without the T but with the gameplay).
Has its own personality. What?
My pre-order exclusive is no longer "exclusive?"

Who the hell cares.

I got it for free for pre-ordering. That's a pretty good deal.

Anyone complaining about 2K releasing this for $5 is just entitled.
This isn't even a multiplayer game.
Why moan about letting people who didn't pre-order enjoy this stuff too?. troll game :P lol its good. i'd rather eat
festering♥♥♥♥♥♥than play this again
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Cheap and fun!. my head hurts. The combat is simple and will more often than not, depend on if you have your cool downs
ready or not.
The mech's movement doesn't feel very smooth. The terrain can be used to your advantage in a fight, Higher ground can hit
and not be hit. It can also be frustrating if you fall off a bridge and have to run for a bit to get back to the fight.

It will take a lot of grinding to unlock mechs/weapons/items and then a lot of grinding to build them. You do have the option of
buying loot boxes, but do receive one for free everyday.
It is free, but I don't think it is worth the time.

If interested, I made a video that goes into more detail.
https://youtu.be/ZOHCAhknRHk. Today I've downloaded this DLC and drove from Mannheim to Karlsruhe with a BR120 EL (
VRailroad origin ) with max speed 160. Close to Karlsruhe a collision (?) with Quick Drive on the High Speed part. Tried the
other direction and again a collision a few km before the end in Mannheim. All the AI traffic was driving very slow I realised (
to me a warning ) . It is sometimes nice te have AI traffic during QD. But not if it ends your game. So the High Speed part of
Mannheim - Karlsruhe is not playable with the AI traffic.

And a play via the old track ( the low speed one ) Again a SNAFU. In my public cloud a picture of the collision . So out of three
drives, all three ended with a collision with some AI traffic....... TL;DR: I can only recommend this game to people who want to
play with their friends.

The game isn't entirely intuitive, so I recommend playing through the tutorial. Some card descriptions aren't clear, and I had to
play the tutorial to fully understand them. Once I did, winning strategies became obvious, and it appears that the AI doesn't
follow them closely or consistently, so it's easy to win every solo game.

Since it's really easy to beat the AI opponent every time, this game depends heavily on multiplayer. Online multiplayer looks
pretty much dead, so you need a friend who's willing to play with you. If you have one, buy the two pack and you'll get your
money's worth, even if you can't get it on discount.

There's an annoying UI bug currently that prevents you from seeing your attacks hit the enemy tower because when the view
zooms in, your tower is still in the way. You can get around it by scrolling up with your mouse wheel (hope you have one!) to
zoom in whenever the camera goes in to observe an attack.

I haven't been able to convince any of my friends to join me for a game yet, but I don't regret my purchase, so I won't say solo
players should avoid it. Just don't expect a challenge without a human opponent.. many of you accuse me of not actually playing
all these random indie games

i don't

but it still hurts. Brilliant game.
I've spent many hours playing this on the HTC Vive. The visuals seem clearer than 'The Golf Club VR'
Totaly immersive with the convincing sounds and visuals. The interface is easy to use.
There still seems a few 'Coming Soon' things missing from the lobby, I hope the developers haven't gone away for good!
Overall - great fun.. So bad that it is good. I cannot stop dying laughing. This game is horrible in all the best ways. If you want to
contantly laugh at terrible jokes, funny characters, and strange worlds, this game is for you. The walk cycle alone is worth a
couple chuckles. I am playing this for one of my let's plays with a friend. If you want to check out the game play you can here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_omT6TsRAlA It is honestly pretty funny. As a comedy game this is a solid 7/10, as a
interactive novel it fails pretty hard. But if you want a good laugh, buy it.
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